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Where VAT complexities
and practical
arrangements meet
Chapter 4 – Importers, exporters and free zone entities
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VAT reporting and
invoicing requirements
will likely be triggered on
intra-GCC movements of
goods between member
states, which will provide
a level of transparency
around practices at the
borders as well as
oversight of these
movements at a federal
and regional level.

Introduction
In a region with little history of taxation,
local customs authorities provide a
foundation for revenue enforcement and
compliance across the six GCC member
states. Dubai Customs, for example, is one
of the earliest government departments
in the region, with a history spanning over
a century. More recently governments
across the region committed to the
Common Customs Law, which came into
force in 2002 and established one of the
key pillars of the GCC Customs Union, to
which the VAT Agreement is geographically
aligned.
As with the expectation for VAT, the
legislative approach to customs matters
across the GCC is consistent with
international best practice. All GCC
member states are members of the World
Trade Organization, and are contracting
parties to the World Customs
Organization’s (WCO) Revised Kyoto
Convention, the primary agreement in
respect of global customs administration
and procedures. It therefore creates a
meaningful lens through which we can
view the introduction of VAT.
At a practical level, VAT will interact with
customs duty and customs authorities at
national borders. Import VAT should be
payable on the customs duty inclusive
value of taxable goods introduced into the
GCC from third (non-GCC) countries. VAT
reporting and invoicing requirements will
likely be triggered on intra-GCC
movements of goods between member
states, which will provide a level of
transparency around practices at the
borders as well as oversight of these
movements at a federal and regional level.
Imports
Local requirements
Within GCC countries, there are multiple
restrictions on who can act as an importer
of record, and usually this role is limited to
entities with a local presence. This affords
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local control and accountability over who
and what can be imported into the region.
Consistent with the WCO standards, the
declarant of import should generally be
the party which has the right to dispose of
the goods. This may, however, vary in
practice. Duties, fees and charges on
import must be paid prior to the clearance
of the goods, forming a primary
mechanism of control.
With the introduction of VAT, it is likely that
practical arrangements for the clearance
of goods may either become more
administratively challenging or create an
additional cost. For example, where the
importer of record does not use the
imported goods in its business activities
(as it does not own them), it may not have
an entitlement to deduct the import VAT
incurred from its VAT liabilities.
Another area of potential challenge with
the implementation of VAT is in respect
of local documentation requirements for
import. Where there is a chain of
transactions between the export of the
goods from a third country and the import
into the GCC, the exporter invoice may not
meet local clearance requirements or may
not declare the final transaction value
prior to import. Where commercial
documents are used in lieu of invoices for
customs purposes, these may not meet
the requirements for import VAT recovery.
Cash flow
Import VAT will be payable at the first
country of import into the GCC, consistent
with the payment of customs duties in the
union. Each GCC member state may
introduce ways to relieve the cash flow
cost on import for VAT-registered
importers. A GCC member state may
establish an import VAT deferral regime,
or reverse charge mechanism, for
example, to defer the payment of import
VAT to a later date.
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However, for importers who move goods
from the first country of import directly to
another GCC member state, the situation
is more complex. In this instance the
import VAT will be payable at the time and
place of import, and recoverable in the
destination GCC member state. This
arrangement is further complicated where
the import VAT was initially recovered in
the country of first import, and the goods
were subsequently moved to another GCC
member state by the importer. In this
scenario it is likely that the import VAT
would need to be repaid at the country
of first import, and recovered in the
destination country.
Preferential rates
Where preferential duty rates are claimed
on import, the transaction may still be
subject to import VAT. The rate of import
VAT applied is based on the nature of the
goods, regardless of preferential duty rate,
country of origin or free trade agreements
which may be in place. However, where a
preferential duty rate applies, it will result
in a lower value on which the VAT is to be
applied, as import VAT is expected to be
applied on the customs duty inclusive
value of the goods being imported.
Exports
As VAT is a tax on local consumption, in
line with international best practice it is
expected that VAT will not be payable on
exported goods in the country of export.
However, it is expected that the place of
supply (the mechanism for determining in
which country VAT is payable) will remain
the country of export. This means that
even though the transaction may be
considered as a taxable supply in the
country of export, it would be taxable at a
zero-rate of VAT. If the requirements for
zero-rating are not met, or evidence of
such is not retained, the transaction would
be subject to the standard rate of VAT.
The most common requirements for the
zero-rating of exports are:

Where preferential duty rates are
claimed on import, the transaction may
still be subject to import VAT. The rate
of import VAT applied is based on the
nature of the goods, regardless of
preferential duty rate, country of origin
or free trade agreements which may
be in place.
1. The supplier has removed the goods
from the country of export; and
2. The time limits for export have
been met.
Evidence must be retained by exporters
that the two criteria above have been
met. VAT audits commonly target the
reconciliation of export supplies to export
documentation. Where there are gaps, a
VAT assessment and penalty may result,
as the supply would be considered as
taxable, subject to the standard rate
of VAT.
Internationally, the standard
documentation required to evidence
export varies. Examples of export
documentation may be a combination
of: export clearance documentation,
shipping documentation, contractual
terms, Incoterms, and customer residency.
It is expected that each of the GCC
member states will indicate what evidence
it will consider appropriate, and this will
need to be retained in line with the
national retention period.
Obtaining evidence to support the
zero-rating of an export becomes more
challenging when there are several parties
in the chain or where the supplier is not
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It is likely that there will be a heavy
reliance on customs authorities to
establish processes to assist with the
implementation of VAT at the border.
responsible for the shipment (commonly
referred to as an indirect export).
The challenges around chain transactions
are highlighted in the example of back-toback on-board sales. The zero-rating for
export (or alternatively the treatment of
goods as outside the scope of VAT prior
to import) may be challenged when the
transactions occur after clearance for
export (or conversely, prior to import) but
title transfers within territorial waters.
There are many international examples of
ambiguity on this point. Where uncertainty
exists, it only takes one party in the chain
to consider the supply taxable to create
additional, potentially irrecoverable, costs
for the other parties in the chain.
Indirect exports may occur where the
supplier sells using an 'ex works' Incoterm,
yet treats the supply as an export for
VAT purposes, where its customer is
responsible for the collection and
exportation of the product. Zero-rating
for export on these types of transactions
may be limited to supplies to nonresidents. The difficulty arises in the
supplier’s ability to request copies of the
export documentation when it is not the
contracting party, and control over the
process with regards to ensuring the time
limits for export are met. Where it cannot
evidence the goods have left the country
within the required period, the supply
may revert to being taxable at the
standard rate.
Finally, many countries have implemented
timing requirements for exported goods.
Commonly this is between 60 and 90
days. The clock typically starts at the tax
point, which may be the earlier of invoice
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issuance, or any receipt of consideration.
This may be a particular issue where
goods require dismantling prior to export,
or where manufactured goods are paid for
in advance.
Free zones
As VAT should not be a tax on business,
but a cost to the final consumer, there
should be some mechanism of VAT
relief for businesses operating within
free zone areas.
How this relief will operate in practice
remains to be seen. The UAE VAT law has
provisions allowing for the specification of
special areas – “Designated Zones” which
are treated as outside the territory of the
UAE. By extension therefore supplies
within those zones may not be taxed.
Right now it is not clear what the
limitations on this relief will be – currently
the UAE law allows for limitations but
leaves the details for Executive
Regulations. It could be assumed
therefore that some element of taxation
may remain for free zones even when they
are designated zones. Furthermore at this
stage it is not clear which areas would
qualify, but it is clear the Designated
Zones are envisaged as areas, suggesting
physical free zones may well be on the list.
Free zone entities should be aware that
their ‘on-shore’ costs across the region
may increase if they do not have an
entitlement for VAT registration in the
location the VAT is incurred (similar to
non-free zone entities). In addition, where
free zone entities provide marketing,
training, or promotional services through
the region (for example to support their
local distributors), there may be additional

VAT compliance requirements, depending
on the nature and value of these services.
Practical next steps
Importers, exporters and free zone
entities should review their regional
supply chains closely to understand at
an operational level how movements
are undertaken, and identify the parties
involved. In addition, activities in the
region must be clarified, including onshore activities, asset ownership, costs
recharges and revenue streams to
understand the potential VAT impact.
Finally, many businesses in the region,
both locally established and free zone
entities, rely heavily on third party
customs brokers to manage compliance
in respect of imports and exports. Clear
and documented procedures which
incorporate relevant delegations and
controls are required prior to VAT
implementation to mitigate the potential
additional cost of irrecoverable VAT,
assessments or penalties.
Conclusion
It is likely that there will be a heavy
reliance on customs authorities to
establish processes to assist with the
implementation of VAT at the border:
VAT on imports, intra-GCC reporting and
the monitoring of VAT compliance on
exports. Although this may allow
importers and exporters to rely on
existing processes and controls in this
area, it may create complexities where
practical arrangements do not meet VAT
requirements, or result in additional
compliance or cash flow costs. Although
the delegation of authority between the
tax authorities and customs authorities is
not clear at this stage, it is expected that
the two will work closely on overlapping
responsibilities going forward. The key for
both importers and exporters at this stage
of implementation is to obtain clear
oversight over transaction flows in the
region, from an operational, contractual
and practical perspective.
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